Scattering of antiplane shear waves by a circular cylinder in a traction-free plate
Following a well-established formula used by many researchers, the scattering of an anti-plane shear wave by an infinite elastic cylinder of arbitrary relative radius centered in a traction-free two-dimensional isotropic plate has been examined. The plate is divided into three regions by introducing two imaginary planes located symmetrically away from the surface of the cylinder and perpendicular to surfaces of the plate. The wave field is expanded into cylinder wave modes in the central bounded region containing the cylinder, while the fields in the other two outer regions are expanded into plate wave modes. A system of equations determining the expansion coefficients is obtained according to the traction-free boundary conditions on the plate walls and the stress and displacement continuity conditions across the imaginary planes. By taking an appropriate finite number of terms of the infinite expansion series and a few selected points on the two properly chosen virtual planes and the surfaces of the plate through convergence and precision tests, a matrix equation to numerically evaluate the expansion coefficients is found. The method of how to choose the locations of the imaginary planes and the terms of the expansion series as well as the points on each respective boundary is given in Sec. III in detail. Curves of the reflection and transmission coefficients against the relative radius of the cylinder in welded and slip or cracked interfacial conditions are shown. Analysis on the contrast variations of the reflection and transmission coefficients for a cylinder in bonded and debonded interfacial situations is made. The relative errors estimated by the deviation of the numerical results from the principle of the conservation of energy are found to be less than 2%.